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"New-School Soul Music" is how to best describle AL "Coffee" McDaniel. He effectively mixes R  B,

Blues, and Jazz melodies with cool Hip-Hop beats, attended with soothingly placid baritone vocals. The

emotions, passions, and energy that he expresses w 15 MP3 Songs BLUES: Funky Blues, URBAN/R&B:

Rhythm  Blues A Special Immingle Songs Details: AL "Coffee" McDaniel is a baritone vocalist

extraordinaire with a unparalleled and wonderful style. He is a national recording artist, and have released

several CDs under the label, CPA Records. He is highly recognized as a premier male vocalist, and a

very seasoned guitarist. AL "Coffee" McDaniel is a crowd pleaser, arranger, composer, producer, and a

captivating entertainer. No matter where "Coffee" performs, he captures the attention of his audience and

fills them with music. While preserving the spirit of the original artists, "Coffee" revives their songs in a

personal way, polishing them, enhancing them, customizing them with his own added touches, making

each song as, if not more, beautiful than it's original version. His performances consists of pop, blues,

jazz, R  B, standards, mixed in with some of his own music. AL "Coffee" McDaniel has become the

singing sensation of Clearwater Beach, Florida, performing at the Cabana Grill  Bar (Sand Key) every

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 7:00-11:00 pm. He has developed a loyal following of locals who enjoy

that fine, strong baritone voice, and the visitors love him, too. They often cheer, sang, dance, and sway to

every song. He has also appeared on several television and radio gospel music programs across the

nation in Las Vegas at the MGM Grand Hotel and Casinos; Nashville, Tennessee; Atlanta, Georgia;

Raleigh, North Carolina; Washington, DC; New York City, NY; and across the state of Florida. AL

"Coffee" McDaniel has also performed with some of the great artists in the music industry to include, Billy

Paul, Gene Chandler, the comedian "Sinbad", Joe Simon, Denise Lasalle, and others. While serving his

country in the United States Air Force, he also performed abroad in Europe, South East Asia, and The
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Pacific Islands.
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